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Beber Camp's Past
by Sam Rahimzadah

Beber Camp has changed many many times over the
years. Some of the oldest hobbies are mini golf, gaga,
horse back riding. Two of the biggest changes to
camp is the pool witch used to be stables. Air
conditioning was also added to the lodge. Burr oaks
(The camp that was here before Beber) used many of
the place we still use today such as flag pole and
crown hall. Crown hall used to be called memory hall.
There used to be shower houses on the island and by
where the boats are kept near the waterfront. Some of
the oldest cabins are Rebs, Yanks, Brows, and Bug
House. There used to be concrete tables where the
volleyball court is. As you can see camp has changed
many times over the years. We went over some of the
oldest cabins we also went over some of the oldest
hobbies. Thank you for reading.

Riddle
by Evan Scheck

You're standing on a bridge looking at a boat full of
people you look away for a second and then you look
back and don't see a SINGLE person there. How could
that be? (Answer on last page.)
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Battle for Beber Camp's Kitchen
A fictional story by Daniel Yudkovitch

*2014*
"I am going to leave camp but one day I will be
back..." said Chef Jules
*5 years later*
"I'm back!" said Chef Jules Then Chef Jeff quickly
dashed into the room. "Chef Jules I challenge you to
a cook-off! And whoever wins is the chef of Beber
Camp until they quit!" said Chef Jeff. Chef Jules
agreed to the cook-off. "But we have to make tacos!"
said Chef Jeff "Let the game begin!" said Chef Jules.
They also decided that the kids get to choose which
Chef won!
*8 hours later*
It was dinner time kids got one of Chef Jules's taco's
and one of Chef Jeff's taco's. For some reason Chef
Jeff's taco's were very gross and Chef Jules taco's
were super good! Then Michael Wax got to choose
which taco was better! He first ate Chef Jules's taco,
he took a bite and inside of it was a piece of paper
saying: My plan was to take Chef Jeff's taco's so that
I win! Michael was very angry at her! So they decided
Chef Jeff would be the chef and Chef Jules was
banned from being the chef for Beber Camp forever.
THE END
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Freaky Friday: Michael and
Becky Edition
A fictional story by Sophie Ripes.
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Peek Into the Future of Beber
Camp
by Evan Scheck

It was a dark and stormy night at 3BC.
Michael and Becky were both going to
arts and crafts to pay Amy. They had
already payed every other area director.
Lightning struck the ground so Michael
and Becky started to run and then
BABOOM!
From the diary of Michael Wax:

Dear Diary,
This is so weird. Where am I? This
isn’t my room. I’m hungry. Let’s go
see what we have... sippy cups?
These aren’t mine. Why do I hear
walking? Is that Lincoln? Why did
he just call me mommy? I respond,
“I’m not your mommy, let’s go find Q and A with Kitchen Staff
by Daniel Yudkovitch
her.” So I take Lincoln outside. This Q: What is your favorite food to
isn’t my house.
make for camp?
Xochitl: Grilled cheese.
“Good morning Becky!” Stefan
Diana: Tacos.
yells as he bikes past me, but I
Eduardo: Brisket.
Paulina: Lasagna/guac.
don’t see Becky anywhere!
I hear a door open behind me and Q:What year is this for you?
Xochitl: 3
look to see Mark opening the door,
Diana: 1
“Hi honey, what are you doing out
Eduardo: 5
there? Come have breakfast with Paulina: 1
us!” Then I was extremely
Q: What is your favorite food?
confused. I walk inside and go to
Xochitl: Tacos.
Diana: Enchiladas.
the bathroom and look in the
Eduardo: Tacos.
mirror….OH MY GOD, I’M BECKY!
Paulina: Tacos.

As you know Beber Camp is
awesome, fun, interesting,
amazing, and so much more just
the way it is now. We have
hobbies from recording studio to
water skiing all of which are
amazing, but wouldn't it be cool
to see what's in store for the
future of Beber Camp? What I did
for this article is I talked to Becky
and this it what she said she
said:` It would be nice to have
more indoor space for rainy
days/bad weather. The second
thing she said was that she would
like to get a bigger pool even
know we have Lake Beulah.
Another thing that would be nice
for the future is to make the
amphitheatre bigger and clear it
out a bit. Finally she said some
cabin upgrades were due in the
future for Yanks and Rebs, so
who knows what will happen.
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Apache Relay Interviews
by Trevor Gross

Text Here.

Zach Ellis: Blue Team Captain
Q: How did you motivate your
team?
A: Cheered them on and gave
them advice if needed.
Q: What was your favorite
challenge?
A: Throwing the frisbee into the
hobby wheel.
Q: How did it feel being team
captain during the relay?
A: It was hard work but very fun.
Kym Bird
Q: What was your favorite
challenge?
A: I loved all the challenges but I
really like the one where you run up
the 36 steps with a book on your
head.
Q: What team had the most spirit?
A: All the teams had so much it
was hard to tell.
Q: If you could add any challenge
what would it be?
A: Something including the
challenge course.

Basketball Game Interviews
by Trevor Gross

Ron Kaplan: Referee
Q: Do you think the game was fair?
A: Yes.
Q: How do you feel about how the
game went?
A: I think they all had a lot of fun.
Q: Who had the most spirit?
A: It was hard to tell they were all
cheering a lot.

Kids Sneaking On to the
Walmart Bus
A fictional story by Shaina Handelman

Last week all of the Makor girls snuck
onto the late night Walmart bus! They
all sat under the seats and waited until
everyone arrived at Walmart and got
off the bus. They were so excited to
get the thing that they wanted to
purchase. Finally, the Makor girls left
the back of the bus and went into the
store. and bought a bunch of bottled
water using their bunk valuables. THE
END
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Beber Themed Word Search
by Daniel Yudkovitch

Word Bank:
Challenge Course
Future
Sport
Waterskiing
Crown Hall
Maccabiah
The Farm
Pool
The Lake

Riddle Answer:
They're all married!

Special thanks to Karen Hackett for the
amazing pictures!!
Riddle Answer: They're all married.

